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Using optimization to design distribution systems became tech-
nically feasible a little more than two decades ago, and devel-
opments have occurred at a rapid rate ever since. These devel-
opments can be understood in terms of six evolutionary pro-
cesses. Four are core: evolution of algorithms, data
development tools, model features and software capabilities,
and how companies actually use software for designing distri-
bution systems. The other two are environmental: evolution of
logistics as a corporate function and of computer and
communications technology.

The strategic problem of designing dis- deeply involved in the main periods of this

tribution systems has been important application domain since that time: the op-
since not long after the dawn of the indus- timizer-centric period of the 1970s, the
trial revolution, but only in recent times data-centric period of the late 1970s
has it become possible to design complete through the late 1980s, and the present
distribution systems that are truly optimal user-centric period. Our experience has
for all practical purposes. This is now true been both academic and commercial and
for even the largest companies. includes projects with the federal govern-

We have been designing distribution ment and more than 50 companies. In
systems since 1970 when we began devel- most cases, we have been able to reduce
oping and applying optimization technol- distribution costs by five to 15 percent
ogy for multi-product problems. We were while maintaining or improving customer
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service. An important side benefit has been
that the very act of building a comprehen-
sive model has helped most of these orga-
nizations to understand their logistical di-
mension more profoundly.

Involvement over such a long period
teaches lessons of a different sort than
does involvement over a few years. In
summarizing this long experience, our ob-
jective is to share our historical perspec-
tives and the lessons most likely to interest
others.

The standard problem we address is to
find a minimal-annual-cost configuration
of a company's production and distribution
network that satisfies product demands at
specified customer service levels. Input
data consist of aggregated product and
customer lists, facility data for plants and
stocking points (processing rates, costs, ca-
pacities, and locations), transportation op-
tions and rates for all applicable lanes, de-
mand forecasts, and various policy consid-
erations, such as shipment planning rules,
customer service requirements, and stock-
ing point inventory restrictions. Desired
outputs include answers to such questions
as these:

— Ĥow many stocking points should there
be, and where should they be located?
Should they be owned?
—Should all stocking points carry all prod-
ucts or specialize by product line?
—Which customers should be served by
each stocking point for each product?
—Where should the plants be located?
—What should each plant produce and
how much?
—Which suppliers should be used and at
what levels?
—What should the annual transportation

flows be throughout the system? Should
pool points be used, and if so where
should they be?
These questions can be visualized in terms
of Figure 1, which portrays a company
with two kinds of stocking points: plant
warehouses and field warehouses.

Logisticians and logistics executives gen-
erally agree that these questions cover the
most important strategic logistical issues
[Byrne and Markham 1991]. For further
details, see Geoffrion, Graves, and Lee
[1982] or Geoffrion and Powers [1980].
Evolutionary Perspectives

In this paper, we view the strategic de-
sign of distribution systems over the last
20-plus years in terms of six evolutionary
processes:
(1) The evolution of logistics as a corpo-

rate function;
(2) The evolution of computer and com-

munications technology;
(3) The evolution of algorithms;
(4) The evolution of data development

and management tools;
(5) The evolution of model features and

software capabilities; and
(6) The evolution of how companies ac-

tually use software for designing distri-
bution systems.

The first two are powerful historical cur-
rents that have swept along everyone who
designs distribution systems. In contrast,
we had considerable opportunity to influ-
ence the other four processes.

All of these processes have produced
surprises compared to our expectations of
more than 20 years ago. We did not pre-
dict nor anticipate
—The remarkable elevation of logistics'
role in corporate organization and strategy;
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Figure 1: This typical logistics network includes several suppliers, plants, and two kinds of
stocking points: plant warehouses and field warehouses.

—The devastating impact of desktop com-
puters on user acceptance of mainframe
implementations;
—The amazing longevity of technically in-
ferior solution techniques;
—The lack of new algorithmic break-
throughs since the mid-1970s;
—The huge proportion of effort required
for the development of data and related
tools compared to that for the implementa-
tion of optimization technology; and
—The astonishing variety of real manage-
ment issues that would parade before us
under a banner that originally read "ware-
house location."

The six evolutionary processes are not all
independent; some mutual impacts are

1 — 4, 5, 6

2 - * 1, 3, 4, 5, 6

3 - • 5 , 6

4 -^ 5, 6

5 -^ 4, 6

6 — 1, 3, 4,5.

We comment occasionally on these influ-
ences in what follows, but our main con-
cern is with interpreting the importance
and significance of each evolutionary pro-
cess and with culling the lessons they
teach.
Evolution of Logistics as a Corporate
Function

The corporate status of logistics has
changed dramatically during the last two
decades. Within many companies, it has
gone from a neglected and disdained func-
tion to a highly visible one respected for its
profit impact and key strategic role. This
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transformation has been commented upon
frequently and has been documented by
surveys, especially those done annually at
the Ohio State University {for example.
La Londe and Masters [1994]).

Masters and Pohlen [1994] write specifi-
cally on the evolution of logistics during
the last few decades. They discern three
evolutionary phases: functional manage-
ment of physical distribution (1960s and
1970s), internal integration of logistics
functions (1980s), and external integration
of logistics between Rrms (1990s). Their
observations are generally consistent with
those presented in other publications, in-
cluding a series of major studies conducted
by A. T. Kearney, Inc., the most recent of
which is Byrne and Markham [1991].

The first phase was marked by the emer-
gence of
(1) Materials management as an integrated
approach to managing materials that flow
into an organization (for example, manag-
ing purchasing, raw materials, inbound
transportation, and work-in-process inven-
tory control), and
(2) Physical distribution as an integrated
approach to managing the movement of
finished products to customers (for exam-
ple, managing demand forecasting, inven-
tory control, order processing, outbound
transportation, warehousing, and customer
service).
Corporations reorganized to bring frag-
mented functions under more centralized
managerial control. The managers involved
rose in the corporate hierarchy and in edu-
cational attainment. This created condi-
tions favoring the development of such
professional associations as the Council of
Logistics Management, associations that

provide an important vehicle for propagat-
ing OR/MS technology.

According to Masters and Pohlen, this
phase was powered by growing acceptance
of the concept of total cost analysis, by the
emergence of simulation models of distri-
bution systems and other computer appli-
cations such as data analysis, distribution
resource planning, and material resource
planning (MRP) that addressed important
managerial decisions, and by the economic

Every company pays for the
inefficiencies up-chain and
down-chain.

necessity to exploit the opportunities for
reducing costs that these developments
made possible. Most OR/MS professionals
would find the first factor surprising, as
this community has taken it for granted for
half a century, but its relatively recent in-
troduction in logistics was a crucial event
that enabled proper trade-offs among the
cost consequences of traditionally separate
functions [Stock and Lambert 1987].

Customer service became prominent
during the latter part of this phase, with
the result that more management attention
was focused on the trade-off between cost
and service. In addition, the deregulation
of the transportation industry, the OPEC
oil shock, double-digit inflation, and the
emerging environmental movement caused
companies to rethink many logistical is-
sues.

Masters and Pohlen's second evolution-
ary phase (1980s) was marked by the ef-
fective integration in many organizations
of materials management, physical distri-
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bution, and a few functions previously
performed by marketing and manufactur-
ing into a single all-encompassing manage-
rial responsibility for integrated logistics.
Naturally, executives carrying this respon-
sibility rose still higher in the corporate hi-
erarchy and needed still more formal edu-
cation [La Londe and Masters 1994]. Many
top logistics jobs were created at the vice-
presidential level.

Among the factors that helped make the
logistics executive's job more complex dur-
ing the 1980s were
—The challenges associated with rapidly
expanding international operations;
^The emergence of third-party logistics
providers offering to take over many func-
tions traditionally performed in-house;
—The need to exploit rapidly developing
computer and communications technolo-
gies for logistical applications (for example,
business process automation, electronic
data interchange, and bar coding);
^The trend toward stockless retailers and
just-in-time (]IT) production and distribu-
tion;

—The craze for mergers, acquisitions, and
buy-outs that often resulted in the integra-
tion of previously separate logistics opera-
tions;
—The restructuring of many companies to
trim their labor forces (including middle
management) and reduce their asset bases;
—The new emphasis on organizational
flexibility and reduced cycle times; and
—The mandates of the quality movement.

Whereas the first two phases looked in-
ward within the firm for functional man-
agement and integration. Masters and
Pohlen's third evolutionary phase of the
1990s (external integration of logistics be-

tween firms) looks outward from a com-
pany to opportunities for logistical coordi-
nation with other firms in the supply
chain(s) of which the company is a part.
The fundamental observation justifying
this approach is that, one way or another,
every company pays for the inefficiencies
of its suppliers up-chain and its customers
down-chain.

The objective of intercompany coordina-
tion is to reduce costs, reduce risks, and le-
verage the resources of each supply chain
member. This coordination can take many
forms and usually is cooperative rather
than manipulative. Often the result is a
mutually beneficial logistics partnership or
strategic alliance. A few examples: well-in-
formed product and packaging designs can
enable more economical handling, storage,
and transportation; sharing a company s
sales forecasts and new product intentions
with a supplier can help the supplier plan
for future requirements; and collective
planning of asset investments (for exam-
ple, information systems) on the interface
between two firms can avoid redundancy.
Bowersox et al. [1989] and Byrne and
Markham [1991] give many other exam-
ples.

The dramatic transformation of logistics
as a corporate function has provided fertile
ground for computer-based logistical appli-
cations. Without the demand pull it cre-
ated, the supply push from academia and
consulting firms would have sputtered
along with little effect.
Evolution of Computer and
Communications Technology

The rapid progress in computer and
communications technology since the late
1970s is evident to all, and its impact on
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the design of logistics systems has been
profound.

La Londe and Masters [1994, p. 7.3] de-
scribe it as follows in a paper on the evolu-
tion of logistics since 1970:

Perhaps the most pervasive change in the busi-
ness environment during this period was the
flowering of information technology which oc-
curred. In 1970, logistics organizations used in-
formation systems on mainframe computers . . .
Processing was batch-oriented, data storage was
accomplished on magnetic tape, data input was
via keystroke, and outputs were often volumi-
nous paper reports which inundated the man-
ager with a great deal of data but very little
useful information. Changes to the system soft-
ware were expensive and slow and required the
efforts of a legion of programmers and systems
analysts. It was very difficult to integrate the
operation of data systems within a firm, and in-
tegration between firms was very rare. By 1990
the world had really changed. Information pro-
cessing was based on desktop machines, net-
worked to one another and perhaps to a main-
frame. Machines were small, sturdy, reliable,
faster, more powerful, and vastly cheaper. Sys-
tems processing took place in real time, mass
data storage was via disk with near instanta-
neous retrieval, raw data input was accom-
plished by automated scanning devices, and
output reports were presented on video screen.
User-friendly software and relational data bases
were widely available which allowed a manager
to selectively retrieve relevant information and
design tailored reports. Electronic data inter-
change telecommunications protocols allowed
direct interaction and machine-controlled busi-
ness transactions between corporations around
the world. In the traditionally information in-
tensive activities of the logistics process, these
new capabilities paved the way towards totally
new ways of doing business.

To round out this portrait, certain other
changes require mention:
—Character-based user interfaces have
been replaced by graphical ones (GUIs),
now a requirement for most business ap-
plication software, and there is a strong
trend toward visual information displays.
—The price/performance ratio of desktop

computing equipment has improved rap-
idly, with mass semiconductor memory
and high processing speeds becoming so af-
fordable that even the largest logistics opti-
mization problems now can be solved on
the desktop.

—The price/performance ratio of personal
communications equipment has also im-
proved rapidly; for example, today's mo-
dems are more than 10 times faster than
those of a decade ago, have better error
correction and compression features, in-
clude fax capabilities, and cost less in real
terms.
—The monopoly of corporate data pro-
cessing and MIS departments has been
broken on many of the data and comput-
ing resources needed for designing logistics
systems. Some of the logistics executives
we have worked with were so disen-
chanted with their central computing de-
partments that they would have turned
elsewhere if we had not provided alterna-
tives. Highly centralized administration of
data and applications during the 1970s
gave way to a comparatively anarchic situ-
ation during the 1980s when end users
rushed to PCs that were often stand-alone
or on a LAN that did not communicate
well with the mainframe world—either
way, they often bypassed the central ad-
ministrative apparatus. The price of this
freedom frequently included partially re-
dundant database and spreadsheet appli-
cations that tended to fall into disagree-
ment, with much ensuing confusion.
—There has been a strong trend toward
client-server architecture with improved
mainframe access. This renders central ad-
ministration of data and applications possi-
ble once again in organizations that place
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servers under central control, and it has
begun to change the design of logistics
software.
—Electronic data interchange (EDI) and
data capture technology (bar coding sys-
tems, hand-held data entry terminals) for
logistics applications have been proliferat-
ing [Bowersox et al. 1989; Byrne and
Markham 1991; Gopal and Cypress 1993].
—Desktop software development environ-
ments and off-the-shelf components have
emerged that are far superior to their
mainframe predecessors.

The importance of these dramatic devel-
opments in computers and communica-
tions has not been lost on senior logistics
managers. An annual survey of logistics
executives shows that, between 1972 and
1992, information technology replaced lo-
gistics as the most favored topic for execu-
tive education programs [La Londe and
Masters 1994]. Another major survey
[Bowersox et al. 1989] showed that compa-
nies on the "leading edge" of logistics are
distinguished by their comparatively fre-
quent application of information technol-
ogy, and still another [Byrne and Markham
1991] showed that participating companies
expected greater future productivity im-
provement in information systems than in
any other logistics activity.

Our own software for designing logistics
systems was almost completely main-
frame-oriented until the mid-1980s. IN-
SIGHT was among the first to get large-
scale optiaiization software running on a
PC [Bausch and Brown 1988]. But because
of the massive data requirements inherent
in such applications and because of the
time it took to make our many data devel-
opment tools accessible via a graphic user

interface, our commercial software was not
available for desktop use until 1992. Desk-
top computing has now almost completely
supplanted mainframe computing for de-
velopment work and production runs.

By the late 1980s, computer-to-computer
communications had become important to
INSIGHT: between our offices, between
our offices and contract developers and
consulting associates, and between our of-
fices and many clients. It reduced travel,
improved coordination in dispersed work-
groups, and improved service through re-
mote software installation, troubleshoot-
ing, debugging, and results analysis.

Telecommunications also have helped
the companies we work with. People in
the field upload data files to model build-
ers, and many companies find it conve-
nient to run their models remotely.
Evolution of Algorithms

In 1970, the following computational
approaches were in commercial use for de-
signing distribution systems [Geoffrion
1975; Bender 1985a]:

Nonoptimizing cost calculators simply
compute tota! annual cost and its various
components for a succession of manually
determined distribution system designs,
(Compare this with the modern practice of
using spreadsheet software for purely eval-
uative purposes.) The aim was to improve
on the current or leading proposed design
or to compare specific design alternatives.
For convenience, we include under this ap-
proach dynamic simulation, which also
deals with one fixed design alternative at a
time, enabling the user to make a very de-
tailed evaluation.

Heuristic methods were popular because
they allowed designers to "deal with" al-
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most any desired model feature and to
control execution speed and memory re-
quirements. But ironically, some of the
heuristic methods of this era actually were
slower than optimizing methods for the
same model class, because heuristic meth-
ods tended to be less sophisticated in con-
ception and implementation. One could
show that improved designs obtained via
heuristics were indeed better simply by
casting them out against the current or
leading proposed design. Of course, this
did not insure against the existence of still
better designs.

Casewise linear programming was often
used in the absence of a computationally
adequate mixed-integer programming op-
timizer; many practical studies resorted to
repeated runs of a general purpose LP
code or of a minimal cost network flow op-
timizer. Each run locked in a manually de-
termined logical configuration consisting of
specific choices for all of the discrete
decisions that would be modeled via 0-1
variables in an integer programming for-
mulation. The aim was to improve on the
current or leading proposed logical config-
uration or to compare specific logical con-
figuration alternatives.

Specialized optimization packages miti-
gated the shortcomings of commercial inte-
ger programming software to some extent
by exploiting special problem structure,
such as a single stage of distribution or a
single product. Branch-and-bound typi-
cally provided the organizing algorithmic
framework.

Commercial mixed-integer linear pro-
gramming (MIP) software was appealing
because it promised realistic models, but
such software was awkward to use unless

special application-specific front- and
back-end modules were written, and com-
putational performance seldom was ade-
quate for problems of realistic size.

In addition, 1970s designers used heuris-
tics in connection with the last three ap-
proaches in an attempt to reduce comput-
ing times or memory requirements at the
expense of strict optimality and to permit
additional model features not within the
scope of optimization.

We began our own work during 1970
with a project at Hunt-Wesson Foods, and

One would expect the gradual
demise of nonoptimizing
approaches.

in 1971 we found an essential improve-
ment that made a variant of Benders' pri-
mal decomposition approach the optimiza-
tion method of choice for models within its
scope [Geoffrion and Graves 1974;
Geoffrion 1976a].

Many well-known algorithmic advances
in optimization have been made since
those days, but it turns out that most have
not been important for designing distribu-
tion systems. For example, the new interior
point methods are of little use because
they are not well suited to the task of solv-
ing many related LPs, a principal require-
ment of branch-and-bound [Schultz and
Pulleyblank 1991]. Only two develop-
ments have been of fundamental impor-
tance to this application domain:

Primal network simplex algorithms
emerged in the 1970s as a revolutionary
advance in the state of the art for mini-
mum cost network flow optimization
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[Ahuja, Magnanti, and Orlin 1993]. Im-
provements have been made continually
since then in other approaches as well as
in the primal network simplex method.

Following the seminal work of G.
Dantzig and R, Van Slyke [1967] on ex-
ploiting generalized upper bounding (GUB)
structure, the 1970s saw substantial prog-
ress on other structure-exploiting factoriza-
tions of the essential information needed
to execute LP iterations. Most important
among these were factorizations exploiting
network-related structures; Brown and
Olson [1994] give a historical review. This
meant that larger LPs could be solved
within available computational resources,
especially if they had certain special struc-
tures.

The speed improvements and memory
reductions achieved by the primal network
simplex method soon benefited software
for distribution system design that made
use of network optimization. Our software
assimilated this technology in 1976 when
we embedded GNET [Bradley, Brown, and
Graves 1977] in our code following earlier
use of a factorization method that was an
order of magnitude faster than our pre-
vious out-of-kilter implementation for
transportation models.

The new factorization technology also
found its way into practical use promptly,
since the LP engine is crucial in most opti-
mizing approaches to logistic system de-
sign. Our software first incorporated a ver-
sion of GUB factorization in 1974 [Graves
and McBride 1976], and in the late 1980s,
we incorporated factorization for embed-
ded network structures into our main op-
timizer [Brown and Olson 1994]. This
made it practical to solve models with

more than three distribution echelons and
arbitrarily complex linear constraints link-
ing commodities, thereby overcoming seri-
ous implementation restrictions of our
Benders decomposition software that we
are only now removing. Very recently,
new advances in factorizing embedded
network structures have yielded remark-
able computational improvements that al-
ready have proven valuable for an im-
mense logistics model (about 550,000 con-
straints and 7,000,000 variables) [Mamer
and McBride 1994].

In addition to exploiting these advances
of general interest, we also introduced spe-
cialized innovations in response to the in-
creasingly complex problems we encoun-
tered in practice. These include a "double"
version of primal (Benders) decomposition
in the mid-1970s to cope with a very large
Department of Defense study [Hal! 1980]
and implicit elastic treatment of lower and
upper distribution-center-throughput ca-
pacities at about the same time.

Meanwhile, in keeping with the move to
desktop computing, a constantly growing
proportion of the organizations we have
worked with have been choosing to install
our software in-house. A major implication
is that, with end users in full control of
their own models, we have had to make
our optimizers far more robust than they
were when we ourselves performed most
optimization runs. This has had a major
impact on our algorithmic development
program, including introducing a bias to-
ward factorization (on machines with a lot
of main memory) in preference to decom-
position technology.

Given this history of algorithmic pro-
gress and the compelling arguments for
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optimal rather than heuristic methods for
this type of application [Bender 1985a;
Geoffrion and Van Roy 1979; Powers
1989; Shapiro 1985], one would expect the
gradual demise of nonoptimizing ap-
proaches in actual practice. But if this is
happening, the process is agonizingly slow.
All the approaches mentioned earlier re-
main in commercial use, except two spe-
cialized optimizers, which have been re-
placed by commercial general-purpose
MIP codes, and the most primitive forms
of casewise linear programming, which
nowadays incorporate heuristic routines to
generate promising logical system configu-
rations. In fact, some of the most popular
commercial software packages use heuris-
tics in a way that sacrifices even optimality
bounds. According to Ballou and Masters
[1991, p. 172], "over 75 percent of the
firms that have purchased location models
have selected heuristic-based approaches."
The market has even seen the reintroduc-
tion of commercial software based on cen-
ter-of-gravity models, known for many
years to be hopelessly unrealistic for all but
the most trivial applications.

This situation provides a lesson in hu-
mility to the OR/MS profession. The fac-
tors contributing to this situation include
the following:

First, the computer revolution is a rising
tide that lifts all boats; heuristic software
benefits from it just as much as optimiza-
tion-based software does. Well-designed
heuristic packages therefore can maintain
their advantage over optimizing packages
in terms of the computing resources re-
quired, a consideration unlikely to dimin-
ish in importance so long as the size and
complexity of models arising in practice

continue to increase.
Second, optimization-based software for

designing distribution systems has been
slower than heuristic software to migrate
from mainframe to desktop and slower to
develop graphic user interfaces. Nowa-
days, logistics executives nearly always
choose desktop analytical software over
mainframe software and a GUI over an

This situation provides a
lesson in humility to the OR/
MS profession.

older style interface, even if it means ac-
cepting a heuristic rather than optimizing
package.

Other factors include discomfort with
"high" technology when easily under-
standable "low" technology appears ade-
quate, inadequate managerial appreciation
of the added benefits of optimization, diffi-
culties in reliably obtaining optimal solu-
tions using commercial optimization soft-
ware, and the lingering memory of past
failed attempts to do optimization.

Not only has optimization failed to be-
come the dominant approach but, contrary
to our early expectations. Benders decom-
position has not become popular among
those taking an optimization approach. In
fact, ours may be the only commercially
available software for designing logistics
systems that uses Benders decomposition
[Andersen Consulting 1994; Ballou and
Masters 1991; Magnanti and Wong 1990],

Why? Perhaps the main reasons are eco-
nomics and access. Making Benders de-
composition work well requires a lot of
technical expertise and implementation ef-
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fort. It is easier to turn to off-the-shelf
commercial MIP software even if its com-
putational performance permits only sub-
optimal solutions in practice.

In any case, we find that most real logis-
tic system design applications require
model features—most notably, single-
sourcing of customer demands by product
category—that are impractical to handle
optimally at large scale without Benders
decomposition or a structure-exploiting
factorization.

Evolution of Data Development and
Management Tools

By the mid-70s it had become clear that
the lion's share of the work in optimizing
logistics networks lay in developing the
necessary data. Powers, Karrenbauer, and
Doolittle [1983] estimated that 75 to 80
percent of all time and effort typically goes
into preparing data.

The amount of data depends on the
business being modeled, but even for small
companies the amount needed is daunting.
A small company doing business nation-
wide may have 100 products, 10 to 15 dis-
tribution centers, one to five plants, and
10,000 customers placing 200,000 orders
per year. But even a network this small
would require 500,000 to 1,000,000 freight
rates. At the other extreme is the Depart-
ment of Defense project we did in the mid-
7O's with over 3,000,000 stock items, 30
million orders per year, and thousands of
sources. In this case the freight rates num-
ber well into the millions.

The Glidden project described by
Powers, Karrenbauer, and Doolittle [1983]
is typical of the network structures and
data volumes encountered today in logis-
tics network design studies:

—Thousands of customer accounts aggre-
gated into 212 demand zones;

—Three separate types of ship-to custom-
ers, giving the model an effective num-
ber of 636 customers;

—-6,3 million demand transactions in a
year;

—3,000 individual product codes;
—-61 existing and potential warehouse lo-

cations;
—Seven owned plants and hundreds of

vendor sources; and
—1,2 million freight rates.

By 1980, when the Glidden project was
carried out, we had already expended a
great deal of effort developing data man-
agement tools for logistics network design.
We turn now to the evolution of these
tools. Our discussion is limited largely to
our own experience. Others who regularly
perform similar studies also have devel-
oped special tools, but little public-domain
information is available. (However, see
Shapiro, Singhal, and Wagner's [1993] dis-
cussion of SLIM and Palmer's [1984] dis-
cussion of PLATOFORM.) One reason for
the paucity of information may be that, as
a topic, data development is so burdened
with application-specific details that it does
not lend itself easily to research, articles, or
software of general applicability. Another
impediment is concern for proprietary in-
terest.

Here is a developmental chronology of
our tools for data development and man-
agement.

Our first system for distribution network
design, created in 1971, gave the user no
assistance in preparing the problem file re-
quired by the optimizer. The problem file,
a collection of FORTRAN-formatted, card-
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image data files, was readable but catered
mainly to the optimizer's needs. Typically,
the user prepared it partly by hand with a
mainframe text editor and partly in batch
mode on a mainframe using ad hoc pro-
grams. The optimizer took care of report
writing.

By 1973, we had developed a bulk data
preprocessor to facilitate preparing the
bulkiest components of the problem file,
namely the demand data and the list of
permissible transportation links and their
unit costs. We added data checking logic to
the data reader, thereby beginning a long

The computer revolution is a
rising tide that lifts all boats.

series of developments aimed at relieving
the optimizer proper from the task of find-
ing bad or missing data.

In 1975, we expanded the bulk data pre-
processor into a comprehensive preproces-
sor able to prepare the entire problem file
needed by the optimizer. This preprocessor
accepted as input either a complete input
data file (in creation mode) or an already
existing problem file (in editing mode). We
designed the input data file for readability
and compactness (through abbreviations).
The preprocessor ran independently of the
optimizer and had these main functions:
—Input data file error detection, reporting,

and recovery;
—Data extension (user-controllable de-

faults, data replication rules, and gener-
ation formulas) and modeling options
(for example, criteria for inbound link
inclusion);

—Generation of new problem files suitable

for direct optimizer access;
—Editing of old problem files (delete, in-

sert, revise, rescale); and
—Generation of summary reports (with

options) on the problem file.
In 1980, we completed DATA-1, an

elaborate front-end software module to
prepare the preprocessor's input data file
[Powers, Karrenbauer, and Doolittie 1983].
Its key innovation was permitting a user to
provide a file of historical demand transac-
tions for whatever period was being mod-
eled (typically a year); this was used to cal-
culate portions of the input data file (for
example, demand data) via automatic cus-
tomer and product aggregation applied to
these actual detailed transactions.

In 1981, we launched SHIPCONS, a dis-
crete event shipment planning simulator
designed to mimic the behavior of an ex-
perienced traffic manager. It uses a histori-
cal demand transaction file, standard
freight rate databases, and custom freight
rates from the user. Multiple transportation
modes, rate types, and shipment-planning
policies (hold times, stop-offs, pooling, and
so forth) can be accommodated to generate
realistic shipment sizes and costs. Each
simulation run produces extensive reports
summarizing the simulated performance of
the target distribution system and also the
bulkiest section of the optimizer's problem
file, namely the weighted average out-
bound freight rates. In addition, SHIP-
GONS can be used to establish the base-
line cost for historical outbound flows
needed for model validation and credibil-
ity. Also noteworthy this year was the in-
corporation of a standard georeference
database into DATA-1 to permit automatic
generation of distances, service areas, and
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map displays.
In 1984, the optimizer and all data man-

agement functions previously implemented
were subsumed and enhanced within a
comprehensive integrated package called
SAILS (Strategic Analysis of Integrated Lo-
gistics Systems). SAILS also offered new
scenario-generation capabilities, elaborate
menu-based report selection, a system log
(computational progress, resource utiliza-
tion, diagnostic messages), and the ability
to build automatically complete aggregate
modfls from publicly available demo-
graphic and commercial databases.

From 1985 to the present, we have con-
tinually enhanced the data management
features of SAILS, Now included are addi-
tional standard databases (for example, the
Yellow Freight Systems 500 tariff), reports
on the inventory implications of various
network structures, and a module that pro-
vides a very detailed comparison of the re-
sults of any optimized scenario with the
model baseline or with any previous sce-
nario. All of these features are now avail-
able with a full graphic user interface on a
PC running Windows.

The road to easier data development has
been long and arduous for us, with no
foreseeable end. What lessons of general
interest have emerged from this journey?
One is that to make proper use of modern
optimization technology for strategic logis-
tical planning, one needs a far larger in-
vestment in data development tools than
in software for optimization. One compar-
ative measure is lines of custom code
(mostly FORTRAN): in our case, the ratio
is approximately eight lines of data devel-
opment code for every line of optimizer
code.

Another lesson is that data preparation,
validation, and analysis offer very impor-
tant benefits to a company quite separate
and apart from the results that can be
computed using these data (cf, [Shapiro,
Singhal, and Wagner 1993]). For example,
we find that companies often greet the
purely descriptive analyses needed to pre-
pare demand inputs to the optimizer as
revelations.

A third observation is that there are ma-
jor database economies of scale" for this
kind uf modeling. Acquiring or developing
reusable databases and integrating them
into data development tools can be very
expensive, yet such databases are essential
for building accurate models with a rea-
sonable amount of effort. Vendors have a
great advantage over individual companies
in this respect because they can spread
costs over many clients.

Our final observation is that many im-
portant theoretical research topics in the
area of data development are languishing
for lack of attention. Vital topics include
customer and product aggregation, the ef-
fect of errors in either real or regression-
based transportation rates, and the conse-
quences of using linear approximations to
nonlinear warehousing costs (inventory
costs are nonlinear). Ballou [1991, 1994]
and Geoffrion [1976b, 1977] and others
have written papers on these topics. Good
theoretical advice could have a substantial
effect on future practice, which must wres-
tle with such questions in nearly every
application.
Evolution of Model Features and
Software Capabilities

If someone had told us at the outset that
our apparently complete software for de-
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signing distribution systems would un-
dergo vigorous evolution for more than
two decades, we would not have believed
them. Yet this is exactly what happened.
Clearly, we did not appreciate the power-
ful forces that would drive this evolution.

One such force was the rapid progress in
computer and communications technology.
We commented on this previously, but we
elaborate here on one particularly impor-

The road to easier data
development has been long
and arduous.

tant aspect, namely the powerful influence
of desktop computing on user expectations
for logistics software.

Generally speaking, desktop application
software is not restricted to lease-only and
is much less expensive than mainframe
software, has a colorful and relatively easy
graphic user interface, and is nicely docu-
mented and packaged. Few users would
choose a mainframe application package
over a desktop package with even barely
adequate functionality.

It would be difficult to exaggerate the
significance of the radical shift in user ex-
pectations during the last decade. This
shift made it imperative to move our main-
frame systems to the desktop, which was
not a small undertaking.

A second force that drove the evolution
of our software, much weaker than the
first, was external algorithmic progress
(discussed previously).

A third driving force was our desire to
respond to client requests. Typically, a suc-
cessful engagement̂ —^either performing a

study for a client or installing our software
on their machine and working with their
people—leads to requests for enriching the
standard model in various useful ways.
These are a few examples of requests for
model features to be added:
—Customer-specific product subsets that

are single-sourced, a relaxation of the
requirement that all products demanded
by a customer must come from one dis-
tribution center;

— Lower as well as upper limits on the
shipments of a given product at a given
plant;

—Product-specific weighting factors for
distribution-center throughput measures;

—User-controllable elastic treatment of
distribution-center throughput limits;

—Piecewise linear approximations to non-
linear distribution-center costs;

—The ability to locate plants as well as
distribution centers;

—]oint capacity constraints across products
at plants;

—Raw material conversion activities at one
or two echelons; and

—Additional distribution and production
echelons.

We have solved models with all of these
features, Geoffrion, Graves, and Lee [1982]
give details on the first five items, which
we dealt with efficiently within the Bend-
ers decomposition framework set forth by
Geoffrion and Graves [1974]. In contrast,
generally we have found it more practical
to use structure-exploiting factorization to
deal with the remaining items on the list,
as decomposition proved until recently to
be somewhat fragile with respect to such
model extensions.

Software installations also lead to re-
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quests for enhancements other than new
model features, typically to improve ease
of use. These are a few examples of imple-
mented requests:
—Arbitrary monetary and physical quan-

tity units (essential for international
models);

—Easy selection of transportation links for
inclusion via customer proximity thresh-
olds;

—Easy scaling and substitution options for
most data;

—Easy masking (in or out) of any model
entity;

—Spreadsheet data import facilities; and
—"Live" map displays with zoom capa-

bility.
Most of these demands for new model

features and software capabilities derive
ultimately from the maturation of logistics
as a corporate function. The increasing
modeling demands simply reflect the in-
creasing complexity and functional scope
of the issues facing logistics management
and the rising sophistication of logistics ex-
ecutives who better appreciate the need for
logistics data and modeling.

These factors have been the fountain-
head not only of requests to extend our
software, but also of requests to integrate
strategic design models with tactical plan-
ning models (for example, for inventory
and production planning) and with opera-
tional distribution models (for example, ve-
hicle scheduling and routing). In response,
we are in the process of complementing
the tactical SHIPGONS module (with its
dynamic simulator for shipment consolida-
tion) with an operating-level system called
SHIPCONS II for optimizing shipment
consolidation and transportation plans at a

daily level of detail. In addition, we have
completed several strategic and tactical ap-
plications combining distribution and pro-
duction planning [Brown, Graves, and
Honczarenko 1987; Arntzen et al, 1995],

A fourth force that drove the evolution
of our software was the desire to expand
software coverage to more of the modeling
life-cycle, which has many phases before
and after optimization proper (Geoffrion,
Graves, and Lee [1982] discuss this life-
cycle in the distribution planning context;
also Geoffrion [1989]), In the following list
of life-cycle phases, the details depend on
whether an application is a one-shot study
or is embedded in an ongoing business
process. An ideal modeling environment
should support most of these phases in an
integrated way that facilitates passing out-
put from one phase to the next and that
facilitates the necessary looping and
iterating,

(1) Recognize a modeling opportunity.
(2) Analyze the requirements and feasibil-

ity, and negotiate the project charter.
(3) Finalize the model structure, organize a

project team, and make a detailed pro-
ject plan.

(4) Develop and verify data (also acquire
or develop pertinent software tools).

(5) Prepare the solver and customize it as
necessary.

(6) Verify and validate the instantiated
model(s) and solver,

(7) Do optimization runs (after installation
and training if an embedded applica-
tion),

(8) Analyze the results.
(9) Report and explain the findings and

conclusions (for a one-shot study) or
explain the operational performance
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(for an embedded application).
(10) Document the model, solver, data de-

velopment, and analysis.
(11) Maintain, update, and improve.
(12) Re-evaluate everything periodically

and eventually terminate or make a
transition to a new model or solver
(for an embedded application).

Commercial software for designing logis-
tics systems must support those phases pri-
marily concerned with optimization: 5, 6,
and 7. But such systems differ widely in
their support for the other phases. We
have always believed that the more of
these other phases our software can sup-
port, the more useful it will be. We have
concentrated largely on the immediately
adjacent phases: 4, 8, and 9,

We have already described the evolution
of our software's data-development capa-
bilities. Our results analysis and reporting
features have also evolved:
—We have improved the existing reports
and developed new ones that bring the
current total to nearly 300.
—We have interfaced our system to com-
mercial mapping software so that we can
produce reports that facilitate visualizing
the configuration of distribution systems
(for example. Atlas Pro and Atlas GIS from
Strategic Mapping, Inc.).
—We have developed a post-optimal com-
parator so that we can easily contrast an
incumbent optimal solution with a baseline
solution or a previously computed solu-
tion.

—We have made optimal solutions export-
able to files so that end users can further
analyze them using their own software,
and graphics and reports are now copyable
to the Windows clipboard for subsequent

pasting into other Windows documents.
We still face many challenges in phases

4 to 9, but we hope eventually to add
some support for the other phases as well.

The four forces that drove the develop-
ment of our software can best be under-
stood in the context of the competitive
market for consulting services and soft-
ware for designing logistics systems. This
market has become increasingly competi-
tive, with a large increase in the number of
companies offering consulting services in
this area and an increase in the number of
commercial software packages specifically
for this purpose from a handful in 1970 to
about 20 today [Andersen Consulting
1994; Ballou and Masters 1991].

Competition leads to price reduction,
product differentiation, and creative efforts
to meet client needs. Generally the client
benefits, but not always. Some vendors
have devoted most of their effort to mak-
ing visually attractive user interfaces,
neglecting functional content.
Evolution of How Companies Actually
Use Distribution System Design
Software

Just as hardware and software have
evolved over the past 20 years, so have the
ways users apply distribution system de-
sign packages to their business decisions.
They have found new ways to use these
packages beyond the originally envisioned
uses.

To illustrate, we consider four compa-
nies that have used the SAILS package for
seven to 12 years. Each company originally
acquired SAILS to address issues asso-
ciated with the classic warehouse-location
problem, but over time they developed a
widening variety of new applications
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[Geoffrion and Powers 1980].
Baxter Healthcare Corporation began us-

ing the package in 1980 to resolve classical
distribution network strategy issues and
successfully identified a number of cost-
effective changes. In 1985, Baxter acquired
the American Hospital Supply Corpora-
tion. The combination of two complete na-
tional networks greatly increased the num-
ber of facilities in use and the number of
SKUs in inventory. Baxter used SAILS over
a two-year period to evaluate many differ-
ent structures for consolidating its assets
into a "One Baxter" network that would
serve the hospital market.

In 1988, Baxter established the Network
2000 Program to implement the results of
the consolidation studies. As part of this
initiative, Baxter distribution teams formu-
lated prototypes of four different distribu-
tion center designs differing by size and
the use of automation for order-picking.
They then used SAILS to define the opti-
mal network from alternatives of new,
technologically advanced facilities versus
expanded and enhanced existing facilities.
They formulated the cost factors to opti-
mize the net present value of the invest-
ment and operating costs over an extended
time period.

This process yielded a refined network
design, and the analysis results were di-
rectly compatible with the capital analysis
procedures used in requesting funds for fa-
cility projects. Since 1988, Baxter has in-
vested over $300,000,000 in new distribu-
tion centers to meet its customer require-
ments in a logistically and financially cost-
effective manner.

Pet, Incorporated started using SAILS in
1982. Initially, the company saw it simply

as a strategic tool to ensure minimal-cost
alignment of the distribution network, and
it was used only periodically. Then, in
1984, Pet was considering the acquisition
of another food company, Progresso. It
used the package to evaluate how Progres-
so's product line could best be integrated
into a single distribution network and to
evaluate the synergies of jointly handling
the sale and distribution of the two prod-
uct lines. Pet repeated this same process in
1989 when it acquired Van de Camp
Foods and had to create a still larger and
more diverse integrated distribution net-
work.

Pet's vice-president for logistics, David
Tarr, says that Pet now uses the package
more in a tactical mode than for strategic
analysis, the purpose for which it was ac-
quired. According to Tarr, "Today we use
SAILS to evaluate every proposal about
product shifts among plants, capital invest-
ments, new product introductions, or fun-
damental changes in operations." He adds
that the institutionalized use of this pack-
age has had a big impact on the kind of
organization Pet is and the kinds of skills
Pet looks for in the people it hires.

Clorox Company began using the pack-
age in 1984. After spending some time ra-
tionalizing its distribution network, Clorox
analyzed new product introductions and
how those products should be manufac-
tured and distributed based on raw mate-
rial supplies. In 1990, the company evalu-
ated the distribution synergy and implica-
tions of acquiring Pine Sol and integrating
the distribution of Pine Sol with the bleach
business. Partly because of the SAILS
analyses, John Leggett of Clorox said the
acquisition and integration of Pine Sol
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went more smoothly than anyone ex-
pected.

Clorox is currently using the package to
evaluate the economics and business impli-
cations of setting up alternate distribution
channels for nonbleach products. Activity-
based costing is emphasized increasingly
because, when all products go through a
common channel, costs figured as averages
across all weight moved can be misleading
owing to great disparities in volume be-
tween bleach and other products, such as
foods. SAILS is helping Clorox to clarify
the activity-based costs of distributing di-
verse products through common and sepa-
rate channels.

Eastman Kodak has been one of the
most creative SAILS users since 1986, with
a variety of applications in several business
units. Recent uses include "reverse logis-
tics," "focused factories," and strategic alli-
ances.

With the increased emphasis on the en-
vironment and recycling, Kodak has used
the package to evaluate how best to collect
spent film products from film processors
and get them back to recycling facilities. To
accomplish this recycling project, Kodak
inverted the usual model, with customers
becoming suppliers and the recycling facil-
ities becoming the customers.

In looking at options for global manu-
facturing and distribution, Kodak found a
way to use SAILS to evaluate the creation
of "focused factories," which specialize in
producing selected products in various
parts of the world. An important cost fac-
tor in analyzing the global flows of such
products is the duty charged on entering a
given country. But if value is added in the
country and the more complex product is

then exported, a duty "drawback" or credit
can be realized. These duties and draw-
backs can have profound influence on the
economics of how and where in the world
a company manufactures its products.

In another recent application, Kodak
evaluated a strategic alliance between Ster-
ling Winthrop, a Kodak unit, and Sanofi, a
large French pharmaceutical company, for
the distribution of complementary phar-

Companies often greet the
purely descriptive analyses
needed as revelations.

maceutical products throughout Europe
and the Far East. The two companies to-
gether had 21 distribution centers in Eu-
rope. They cut that number in half follow-
ing the use of SAILS, with both compa-
nies' products flowing through the same
distribution network.

These examples are typical of the diverse
ways in which users have adapted SAILS
to cope with rapidly changing market envi-
ronments and new technologies for manu-
facturing, distribution, and information
processing. We expect that this evolution
of new applications will continue. Strategic
alliances, product proliferation, market
segmentation, environmental concerns,
and the global marketplace will continue
to test the ingenuity and skills of logistics
planners and decision makers in the
future.
The Future

Our review of more than two decades of
experience with the strategic design of dis-
tribution systems offers clues to the future
as well as historical insights. We present
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now our expectations based on these clues,
together with a few brief summary
comments.
Logistics as a Corporate Function

One could say that the dominant theme
in logistics for the last three decades in
corporate America has been one of increas-
ing integration: during the 1960s and
1970s a grouping of many individual man-
agement functions under materials man-
agement and many others under physical
distribution; during the 1980s a grouping
of those two management clusters under
integrated logistics; and during the 1990s
an increase in intercompany coordination.

From the OR/MS perspective, this in-
creased integration sets the stage for mod-
eling applications that deal with the many
new trade-offs and choices that the logis-
tics executive must face. Indeed, what suc-
cess we have had in designing distribution
systems might not have been possible
without the receptivity created by this
need.

Logistics managers will continue to take
an ever more comprehensive perspective,
because that is where the greatest opportu-
nities for managerial improvement lie.
OR/MS practitioners will therefore need to
create ever more comprehensive logistics
models. Additional challenges will arise
from the factors that made the job of logis-
tics executives more complex during the
1980s, for nearly all of those factors still
operate. Moreover, there are new pressures
such as reengineering projects, and a
shrinking entry-level labor pool combined
with a deteriorating educational system at
a time when increasingly complex logistical
systems demand more technologically so-
phisticated workers.

Computer and Communications
Technology

Future developments in computer and
communications technology should con-
tinue to exert a powerful influence on the
model-based design of logistics systems:
—Further improvements in the price/per-
formance ratio will encourage large com-
panies to formulate still larger and more
complex models and will enable more
small companies to build logistics models.
—As networks become more popular,
client-server compatibility will become
mandatory for most data-intensive and
computation-intensive business application
software (including that for logistic system
design), much as graphic user interfaces
became mandatory. The benefits for data
acquisition via SQL (Structured Query
Language) databases will be particularly
striking.

—The explosive growth of the Internet
and related network-based resources will
profoundly alter the ways in which models
are built and used. Core modeling teams
wil! become smaller and more dispersed,
communications with people not on the
core modeling team will increase greatly
(Internet addresses will become as obliga-
tory as postal and fax addresses), more
modeling data will come from outside the
company being modeled, total modeling
project costs will decrease due to increased
productivity and faster project completion,
and model quality will increase.
—Continued progress toward the cross-
operability of popular desktop software on
the major platforms eventually will make
cross-operability with such software man-
datory for most nonembedded business
application software. For example, Micro-
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soft Corporation offers widely used data-
base, electronic-mail, presentation-graph-
ics, project-management, spreadsheet, and
word-processing packages that work to-
gether and with other software that sup-
ports dynamic data exchange (DDE), object
linking and embedding (OLE), and otber
standards set forth in their Windows Open
Services Architecture. Modeling software
that cross-operates synergistically with
such packages will be superior to modeling
software that doesn't, because it will sup-
port much more of the modeling life-cycle.
Once a reasonably capable package for de-
signing logistic systems becomes available
that cross-operates with popular desktop
software, the market will soon demand
this capability of all such packages.
Cross-operability benefits are superadditive
with respect to possibly cooperating cate-
gories of OR/MS software, because if two
modeling packages^say one for demand
forecasting and one for logistics system de-
sign—are cross-operable with a popular
desktop software suite, then they are cross-
operable with each other,
—A more speculative prediction is the ad-
dition of new data and results imaging fea-
tures based on scientific visualization tech-
nology. All vendors of software for design-
ing logistic systems have discovered the
necessity for a graphic user interface, but
they must offer something more now that
virtually all packages have one. Scientific
visualization with or without animation is
a logical place to look for other visually
appealing displays {after standard business
graphics, which are an immediate by-prod-
uct of cross-operability). Visualization has
been thriving in the scientific community
since the mid-1980s [Jones 1994;

McCormick, DeFanti, and Brown 1987;
Schultz and Pulleyblank 1991). Its technol-
ogy could be adapted for viewing data and
results in fresh and informative ways, with
demand and transportation data being the
most likely initial applications.
Algorithms

Algorithmic advances of major impor-
tance for logistic system design have not
occurred very often. Since 1970, tbe only
truly useful advances have been the adap-
tation of Benders decomposition, the as-
cendancy ot the primal network simplex
method, and the continuing progress of
factorization. All other algorithmic pro-
gress has been incremental or of marginal
utility for the design of logistics systems.

We expect this situation to persist until
the currently dominant computing para-
digm yields to a new one. Moreover, no
matter what tbe rate of algorithmic pro-
gress, we expect that practitioners will al-
ways want to solve larger problems than
are comfortably within the state of the art.

Improved algorithms for logistic system
design have propagated in tbe world of
practice much more slowly than one might
expect. In particular, nonoptimizing meth-
ods have shown surprising longevity. If
our explanations for this state of affairs are
valid, technological improvements will
continue to propagate at a leisurely rate.
Data Development and Management
Tools

The challenges of practical logistics de-
sign problems have required far more ef-
fort in data development and management
tools than in building optimizers. We see
no reason why the relative allocation of ef-
fort should change, except possibly to tilt
still more toward the data side as a result
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of the much greater complexity of interna-
tional studies [Bender 1985b], which are
becoming increasingly common.

Many clients find great value in the data
developed for their models even before
any optimization runs are performed. We
expect this experience to become ubiqui-
tous when sufficient progress has been
made toward the cross-operability of logis-
tics design software and popular desktop
software. Advanced data visualization fea-
tures would add further value to modeling
data. Companies with successful logistical
models would be well advised to use them
as a guide to improving their main mana-
gerial accounting and information systems,
but widespread adoption of this approach
may still be years away.

Database economies of scale can be ex-
pected to abate somewhat as internetwork-
ing becomes more common and both pub-
lic-domain and commercial database ser-
vices become mure plentiful over the
Internet and other networks. Download-
able data sources and tools for processing
such data are steadily becoming better and
more readily available. This should lead to
major improvements in the way models
are built and used.

As external data sources proliferate and
become more accessible, internal data
sources are also becoming more accessible
thanks to new database management sys-
tem (DBMS) access tools, especially for
DBMSs that support SQL. Several end-user
database access packages can read and
write directly to most of the leading desk-
top DBMSs and can act as front-end clients
for most of the leading SQL database serv-
ers. There are also dynamic link libraries
(DLLs) that enable all database functions—

read, insert, update, delete, table creation,
and so forth—to be performed for any ma-
jor SQL DBMS not only from such pro-
gramming languages as C, but also from
the macro or script language of any of the
many DLL-supporting applications written
for Microsoft Windows and similar sys-
tems. These recent developments will, in
their maturity, enable greatly improved
data development and management tools
for logistics design and many other data-
intensive modeling applications.
Model Features and Software
Capabilities

Four main forces drove the evolution of
the model features and other capabilities
supported by our software: (1) rapid pro-
gress in computer and communications
technology, (2) algorithmic progress, (3)
client requests, and (4) the desire to ex-
pand the coverage of our software to a
greater portion of the modeling life-cycle.
The likely directions resulting from the first
two forces have already been discussed.

Client requests are the most fundamen-
tal force in setting direction and will re-
main powerful because logistics continues
to gain in scope and influence as a corpo-
rate function. Requests from users mirror
this increased scope. We and others [Byrne
and Markbam 1991; Gopal and Cypress
1993; Shapiro 1985] see model integration
as written in the stars of logistics for many
years.

Finally, we expect the leading software
for distribution system design gradually to
provide more software support to model-
ing life-cycle phases not immediately con-
cerned with optimization. This destiny
would be accelerated greatly by making
such software cross-operable with popular
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desktop software.

How Companies Actually Use

Distribution System Design Software

Creative logistics analysts and planners

have found ingenious and unanticipated

ways to use and embellish classic ware-

house location models. These models

played a significant role in the mergers and

acquisitions of the 1980s, and today they

are being used to facilitate global mergers

and logistics partnerships and to solve con-

temporary problems such as recycling

spent containers and other packaging ma-

terials,

We expect that creativity in applying

software tools for designing logistics net-

works will continue and increase as these

tools become more widely used and acces-

sible to a broader range of applications

through desktop computers. Speaking as

the originators of more than a few such

tools, we find this creativity to be a source

of considerable personal satisfaction.
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